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MOMENTUM DEFICIT IN QUANTUM GLASSESA. F. Andreev *P. L. Kapitza Institute for Physial Problems, Russian Aademy of Sienes119334, Mosow, RussiaMosow Institute of Physis and Tehnology (State University)141700, Dolgoprudny, Mosow Region, RussiaReeived Marh 20, 2009Using the onept of tunneling two-level systems, we explain the redution of rotational inertia of disorderedsolid 4He observed in the torsional osillator experiments. The key point is a peuliar quantum phenomenonof momentum de�it for two-level systems in moving solids. We show that an unusual state that is essentiallydi�erent from both normal and super�uid solid states an be realized in quantum glasses. This state is hara-terized by redued rotational inertia in osillator experiments, by the absene of a super�ow, and by the normalbehavior in steady rotation.PACS: 67.80.-s 1. INTRODUCTIONOwing to the large probability of quantum tunnel-ing of the atoms (quantum solid), solid helium may besuper�uid [1℄. General marosopi motion of a super-�uid solid is haraterized by two mutually independentveloities, those of the solid bulk and of the super�uidone. Beause the super�ow is irrotational, the momentof inertia of a super�uid solid is determined by the nor-mal fration density. On the ontrary, the solid bulkveloity in a apillary is zero and the mass transfer isexlusively determined by the super�ow.Kim and Chan [2℄ observed the redution of thesolid 4He moment of inertia below 0.2 K in the torsionalosillator experiments and interpreted it as super�uidi-ty of the solid. However, all attempts to observe a su-per�ow (see [3; 4℄) were unsuessful. The experimentin [4℄ gives the upper limit of the ritial veloity whihis seven orders of magnitude smaller than the value ob-tained in [2℄. The experimental data therefore disagreewith the piture of a super�uid solid.Further experiments [5℄ showed that the redu-tion of rotational inertia observed in highly disordered(glassy) samples of 4He is remarkably large, exeeding20%. The redution seems to be absent in ideal heliumrystals (see [6℄ for a review).*E-mail: andreev�kapitza.ras.ru

It was shown in [7℄ that the quantum tunneling ofthe atoms is responsible for anomalies in some low-temperature properties (thermal, eletromagneti, andaousti) of usual glasses. The key point is the pres-ene of the so-alled tunneling two-level systems (TLS)in the solids. A TLS an be understood as an atom ora group of atoms that an tunnel between two loalizedstates haraterized by a small energy di�erene.In this paper (also see earlier letter [8℄), we showthat anomalous properties of disordered solid 4He (theredution of the rotational inertia, the absene of a su-per�ow, and the absene of anomalies in perfet rys-tals) an be naturally explained on the basis of theonept of TLS. We show that a peuliar quantum phe-nomenon ours. In a solid moving with a veloity v,the ontribution P of a TLS to the total momentum ofthe solid an under ertain onditions (see below) bedi�erent from mv, where m is the ontribution of theTLS to the total mass. The di�erene p = P � mvis determined by the veloity v itself. The momentumde�it �p is proportional to the squared TLS tunnelingamplitude.As a result, an unusual state of quantum glasses anbe realized. This state is essentially di�erent from bothnormal and super�uid solid states. As a normal solid,this state is haraterized by a single veloity of maro-sopi motion, the solid bulk veloity v. But underertain onditions, the momentum density is (���d)v,118



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 136, âûï. 1 (7), 2009 Momentum de�it in quantum glasseswhere � is the mass density, �dv is the momentum den-sity de�it, and �d is the mass density de�it. In thispaper, we alulate �d in terms of TLS parameters.Being proportional to the squared TLS tunneling am-plitude, the density de�it an be large for highly disor-dered solid 4He and other quantum solids (hydrogen).Our results are supported by the experiment in [9℄,where the temperature dependene of pressure in solid4He grown by the bloked apillary tehnique was mea-sured. At temperatures below 0:3K, where the redu-tion of the rotational inertia was observed, a glassyontribution to the pressure (proportional to T 2) wasfound in [9℄. This orresponds exatly to the TLS on-tribution. On the other hand, the measurements ofthe melting pressure in perfet 4He samples showed nodeviations from the T 4 law [10℄.2. TLS IN MOVING SOLIDSThe Hamiltonian H0 of a TLS in the frame of ref-erene where the solid bulk veloity v is zero, an bewritten as H0 = �"�3 + J�1; (1)where �" (" > 0) are the energies of two loali-zed states, J is the tunneling amplitude, and ��(� = 1; 2; 3) are the Pauli matries.We suppose that the tunneling of the TLS be a-ompanied by displaement of a mass m by a vetor a.The oordinates r1;2 of the enter of gravity of the TLSbefore and after the tunneling an be written as r1;2 == �a=2. The operator form of the last equality is r == ��3a=2. The veloity operator is determined by theommutator: _r = i~ [H0; r℄ = �Ja~ �2: (2)The TLS momentum in the frame where v = 0 isp = m _r = �mJa~ �2: (3)In an arbitrary frame of referene, a desription of theTLS by means of a disrete oordinate is impossible.But we an use Galilean transformations to �nd theTLS Hamiltonian and momentum in the frame wherev is �nite. We obtainH0 + p � v +mv2=2; p+mv: (4)The last terms in both expressions must be inludedinto the total kineti energy and momentum of the solid

bulk. Therefore, the ontributions of the TLS tunne-ling to the energy and momentum of the total systemare H = H0 + p � v; p: (5)These two operators represent the energy and momen-tum of the tunneling TLS in the solid moving with theveloity v. We note that the operators p and H do notommute with eah other.The eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian H are E1;2 == �E, where E = ("2 + �2)1=2, � = J(1 + u2)1=2,and u = (m=~)a � v. Using the standard formula(see [11, � 11℄), we an express the momentum meanvalues hpi1;2 in the stationary states 1 and 2 ashpi12 = ��H�v �1;2 = �E1;2�v : (6)It follows that hpi12 = �J2m2~2E a(a � v): (7)In the ase of a nonzero v, the TLS has nonzero meanvalues of momenta in both of its stationary states. Wenote that in the TLS ground state, the projetion ofthe momentum hpi1 on the diretion of the veloity vis negative. This is the mehanism of the momentumde�it. The Hamiltonian H is the same as for spin 1=2in an external magneti �eld. The sign of hpi1 orre-sponds to spin paramagnetism.3. STEADY ROTATIONEquilibrium properties of a TLS in a steadily ro-tating solid are determined by the equilibrium densitymatrix w of the TLS in the steadily rotating frame. Weregard the TLSs as almost losed systems, negletingthe interation between di�erent TLSs. The densitymatrix is w = exp f 0 �H 0T ; (8)where f 0 and H 0 are the free energy and the Hamilto-nian in the rotating frame. We haveH 0 = H � ! �M = H0 + p � v � ! �M; (9)where ! is the angular veloity and M is the TLS an-gular momentum. Beause the size of the TLS is sup-posed to be muh smaller than the length sale of therotating ontainer, we an use the following expressionsfor the veloity and the angular momentum:M = R� p; v = ! �R; (10)119



A. F. Andreev ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 136, âûï. 1 (7), 2009where R is the oordinate of the TLS enter of gravitywith respet to the origin loated at the rotation axis.We obtain H 0 = H0. This means that TLSs ause noanomalies. Steadily rotating quantum glasses behavelike normal solids.4. ADIABATIC PROCESSThe result is di�erent if the solid bulk veloity de-pends on time, v = v(t). We note that the term p � vin Hamiltonian (5) desribes the interation between aTLS and the veloity �eld v(t). We assume that it isapplied adiabatially. We onsider two di�erent physi-al situations.4.1. TLS in thermodynami equilibriumAt low temperatures in highly disordered solids, theTLS�TLS relaxation time � is muh shorter than theTLS�phonon relaxation time �p. We assume that du-ring the adiabati proess, the TLSs remain in ther-modynami equilibrium. This means (see [12, � 11℄)that the �transition duration� is muh longer than �but muh shorter than �p. In osillator experiments,the same onditions must be satis�ed for the period ofosillations.We suppose that the veloity is applied as a re-sult of an axisymmetri ontainer rotation. Otherwise,additional terms should be added to the Hamiltonianto take the marosopi displaement of the ontainerwalls into aount (see [12, � 11℄).As is usual in statistial mehanis [12, � 11, � 15℄,we have hpi = ��H�v � = ��f�v�T ; (11)where f = �T lnTr exp(�H=T ) (12)is the TLS free energy and H is determined by the �rstexpression in (5) with v = v(t).The free energy in (12) an be written asf = �T ln�exp �E1T + exp �E2T � ; (13)where E1;2 = �E are the eigenvalues of the Hamilto-nian H . The mean value of the TLS momentum ishpi = ma~ ��f�u�T : (14)

Simple alulation gives��f�u�T = �J2uE th ET (15)or hpii = �m(d)ik vk; (16)where the mass de�it tensor ism(d)ik = �Jm~ �2 aiak th(E=T )E : (17)4.2. Free TLSWe now onsider the opposite limit ase where thetime sale of veloity variations (the period of osilla-tions) is muh shorter than the TLS relaxation time.The TLS an be regarded as free. The Hamiltonian Hof a TLS (see (5)) an be written asH = �h���; (18)where � = 1; 2; 3 and h� is the ��eld� having the om-ponents h1 = �J , h2 = Ju, and h3 = ". The TLSdensity matrix w is generally determined by a real po-larization vetor s�:w = 1 + s���2 : (19)We have h��i = Tr (w��) = s�: (20)The mean value of the TLS momentum ishpi = �mJa~ s2: (21)From the equation for the density matrix_w = i~ [w;H ℄; (22)we obtain the equation for s�:~ _s� = e��h�s; (23)where e�� is the Levi�Civita tensor.The adiabati theorem (see [13, Chapt. II, � 5℄)holds as a onsequene of (23). In addition to the ab-solute value s = js�j of the polarization, the angle be-tween the �eld h� and s� is an integral of motion. Theproess is adiabati for a free TLS if the time sale ofveloity variation is muh longer than ~= jh�j. The lastondition is very liberal for quantum solids.120



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 136, âûï. 1 (7), 2009 Momentum de�it in quantum glassesUntil the solid is set into motion, the polarizationis direted along the �eld (�J; 0; "), and the absolutevalue of the equilibrium polarization iss = th �"2 + J2�1=2T : (24)With the same absolute value, the polarization is di-reted along the �eld (�J; Ju; ") when the veloityv = v(t) is applied. We then haves2(t) = Ju(t)E(t) th �"2 + J2�1=2T : (25)Again, the TLS momentum is determined by (16), butnow the mass de�it tensor ism(d)ik = J2m2~2E aiak th �"2 + J2�1=2T : (26)5. MOMENTUM DEFICITTo alulate the momentum density, we have to in-tegrate expression (16) with (17) and (26) over the TLSensemble. LetNd" (N = onst) be the number of TLSsper unit volume of the solid and per interval of the en-ergy half-di�erene d" near some " that is muh smallerthan the harateristi height U of the energy barriersin the solid. The total momentum density j isji = �vi � �(d)ik vk; (27)where the density de�it tensor is the same with thelogarithmi auray in both ases (17) and (26):�(d)ik = 
m2J2aiak� N~2 UZmax(�;T ) d"" : (28)Here, h: : : i denotes averaging over the TLS ensembleat " = 0, and max(�; T ) is of the order of � if T � �and of the order of T if T � �. Both T and � aremuh smaller than U .For an isotropi system (glass), we have �(d)ik == �dÆik , where�d = N3~2 
m2J2a2� ln Umax(�; T ) : (29)We see that the harateristi temperature of thephenomenon is of the order of �. The ritial veloityv is determined by the ondition u � 1. We havev � ~=(ma). The ritial veloities observed experi-mentally (see [2℄) are very small. This suggests themarosopi harater of the most e�etive TLS. In

priniple, this is possible. The pressure dependeneof �d is determined by the ompetition of all the pa-rameters N , m, J , and a. For e�ient tunneling of aTLS, the presene of a region with a lower loal par-tile number density is neessary near the TLS. The3He impurity, due to the smaller mass of 3He atoms,must bind to suh regions (see [6℄), thus destroying theTLS. This is a simple explanation of the depletion ofthe momentum de�it by 3He impurities observed inthe experiments in [2℄.6. CONCLUSIONSWe have shown that a new quantum phenomenonof momentum de�it ours for TLS in moving solids.As a result, an unusual state of quantum glasses (solidhelium, solid hydrogen) an be realized. Like normalsolids, this state is haraterized by a single veloity ofmarosopi motion, the solid bulk veloity. This ex-plains the negative results of experiments in [3℄ and [4℄.The redution of rotational inertia observed in [2℄ is adiret onsequene of momentum de�it.Our predition is that steadily rotating quantumglasses behave like normal solids. TLS ause no redu-tion of the moment of inertia in this ase.We have generalized the results in our work [8℄to the wider region of rotation frequenies. Dynamiequations (23) for TLS are derived. In the generalase, these equations should be solved together withelastiity theory equations using proper boundary on-ditions. The present theory is therefore nonloal andis not exluded by the bloked annulus experiment assuggested in [14℄.I thank L. A. Melnikovsky for helpful disus-sions. This work was supported by the RFBR (grant� 06-02-17369a) and by grant NSh-7018.2006.2 underthe Program for Support of Leading Sienti� Shools.REFERENCES1. A. F. Andreev and I. M. Lifshits, Sov. Phys. JETP 29,1107 (1969).2. E. Kim and M. H. W. Chan, Nature 427, 225 (2004);Siene 305, 1941 (2004).3. M. W. Meisel, Physia B 178, 121 (1992).4. J. Day, T. Herman, and J. Beamish, Phys. Rev. Lett.95, 035301 (2005); J. Day and J. Beamish, Phys. Rev.Lett. 96, 105304 (2006).121
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